
Implementation

Integration

Onboarding

Training

Optimization

As a strategic partner to CxO’s, Sales and Marketing

leaders, RevOps, SalesOps, and Enablement teams - we

model your customer experience journey for your sales

engagement platform, streamline communication

channels, optimize sales technology practices, and

enable visibility across departments for leadership.

PLATFORM EXPERTISE

Drift

Since 2018, Outbound Funnel has worked with over

500+ companies to drive higher efficiency in their

processes and focus on more revenue-generating

activities using Sales Engagement Platforms

RESOURCES

Schedule Consultation to discuss
your revenue team goals and how
to optimize Salesloft engagement
platform to achive them.

Revenue Acceleration

Salesloft + Outbound Funnel 

Webinar: 7 Ways to Level Up

eBook to Supercharge your SEP

https://meetings.salesloft.com/outboundfunneldemoinstance/alexandershyshko
https://salesloft.com/salesloft-u/lesson/7-ways-to-level-up-your-sales-engagement-ft-outboundfunnel/
http://unbouncepages.com/e-book-outbound-funnel-ebook/
http://unbouncepages.com/e-book-outbound-funnel-ebook/


The Outbound Funnel team has been nothing but amazing

with their communication, experience with the platform and

integration partners, and the ability to meet our aggressive

timelines. The flexibility they bring to ensuring customer

success is impeccable while working diligently to provide

suggestions to drive quicker results. We look forward to

working with them in the future.  

Derek Nugent, Director of Sales at Herjavec Group

 

TELECOM

MANUFACTURING

TECHNOLOGY

For our Enterprise segment, the inbound channel was sparse

and unpredictable. However, with Outbound Funnel, we were

able to tripple our average number of enterprise meetings.

Bobby Narang, VP of Sales at Opensense

 

Our biggest challange was gaining first conversations and

decreasing the time it took to get those. Outbound Funnel

installed a repeatable process for our team and solved the issue

of bandwidth. Within weeks, the team was having more

conversations with the right companies than we had in the prior

6 months combined.

Varun Badhwar, CEO at Redlock

Outbound Funnel has been a real eye-opener for our business.

They are clearly experts in their field, so learning from them was

incredibly valuable. The audit process alone offered us both

insight and inspiration that we are directly implementing into

our existing model. We are thrilled to continue our relationship

with them to further grow our sales function.

Bradley Keenan, CEO at DSMN8

HR & FINANCE

500+ ONBOARDINGS 

RETAIL & LOGISTICS

TESTIMONIALS CLIENTS 


